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Abstract
This key text offers the most extensive outline of Aby Warburg’s speculations about social memory, the origin of artistic expression and the
psychological energies driving the history of European culture from
classical antiquity onwards. According to Warburg, the conflicting responses to the legacy of classical antiquity directly informed the styles
of the visual arts, from the realism of Netherlandish art to the heroic
forms of the Italian Renaissance. Warburg’s theory of culture engages
with Nietzsche’s ideas on classical antiquity, its legacy and the meaning
of the Dionysus–Apollo duality. It is also informed by empathy theory,
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contemporary anthropological thought, evolutionary theory, the study
of mythology, and biological conceptions of memory.
Keywords: classical antiquity, Nietzsche, social memory, Dionysus,
Apollo, style, stylistic development, thiasotic, Renaissance, psychology.

Introduction by Matthew Rampley
Warburg’s Introduction to the Mnemosyne Atlas offers the most extensive outline of the basic concerns that motivated his work, from his doctoral thesis published in 1893 until his death thirty-six years later. Little
of this was made explicit in the writings he published; his 1920 essay
on the use of astrological woodcuts in the Reformation comes closest,
perhaps, to offering a programmatic statement of the ideas informing his
historical theory of culture (Kulturwissenschaft).1 In general, his published articles are more notable for their marshaling of large quantities
of historical source material—images, personal letters, wills, journals,
poetry—rather than for any engagement with sustained theoretical reflection. The Mnemosyne Introduction in contrast presents a sequence
of ungrounded speculations about social memory, the origin of artistic
expression and the psychological drama driving the history of European
culture from classical antiquity onwards.
At the heart of Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas is the attempt to
spell out what it might mean to apply the aesthetic ideas of Friedrich
Nietzsche to the understanding of visual imagery. Warburg attempted
to distance himself from the superficial appropriation of Nietzsche that
had become increasingly common following the latter’s death. However, the basic outline of Warburg’s Kulturwissenschaft is fundamentally Nietzschean; for both writers the reading of classical culture is
oriented around the meaning of the Dionysus–Apollo duality. They are
also both concerned with the legacy of classical antiquity for the present; Nietzsche believed he had found a source of aesthetic redemption
of the present in the rebirth of tragic drama and, in his early writings
at least, identified this with the operas of Wagner. This he opposed to
the Socratic culture of ancient Athens, which lay at the root of modern
scientific inquiry. For Warburg it was the Apollinian dimension of classical culture, its values of self-control, rationality, and its sublimation of
primal trauma into symbolic myth, that was to be emulated.
Warburg’s reading of Nietzsche was enriched by an immersion in
ideas derived from empathy theory, contemporary anthropological
thought, evolutionary theory, the study of mythology, and biological
conceptions of memory. The Apollo–Dionysus opposition was thus redescribed in terms of the contrast between the maintenance of rationalizing distance and empathic absorption in the objects of perception.
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As he states in the opening to the Introduction, it is the maintenance
of Apollinian distance that constitutes the emergence of culture, and
this implies distance not only towards the percepts of the present but
also towards the inherited collective memories of the past. It was a central aspect of his theory of culture that the conflicting responses to the
legacy of classical antiquity, and the psychic energies sustaining them,
directly informed the expressive styles of the visual arts, from the realism of Burgundian and Netherlandish art to the heroic forms of the
Italian High Renaissance.
Many of the ideas Warburg explored were also being explored by
other art historians of the period. In his doctoral thesis Heinrich Wölfflin had attempted to apply empathy theory to the understanding of
architecture; the opposition of distance and proximity had been translated by Alois Riegl into the duality of optical and haptic vision.2 A concern with the origins of art was also a common preoccupation for art
historians of the late nineteenth century, and was frequently informed
by concepts from contemporary anthropology.3 The originality of Warburg’s thought lay in his combining all these different strands, which he
coupled with a theory of social memory, to form a historical anthropology of the Classical tradition. In this sense the more speculative aspects
of his thinking were highly unorthodox, and stood at odds with the
disciplinary norms of Renaissance art history of his time. This undoubtedly explains why his far-reaching speculations, though substantial in
quantity, were almost entirely restricted to the unpublished notebooks
he had compiled since the late 1880s; only occasionally does one gain a
glimpse of these thoughts in the texts he submitted for publication.
In the final years of his life he clearly decided finally to order his
speculative ideas and to present them to the public; although the Mnemosyne Atlas was incomplete at his death, it was his intention that it
should be published, and this project occupied his final years from 1926
until 1929 when he died. It was planned as a series of annotated plates
illustrating the transformation of classical myth and imagery as documents of “the stylistic development of the representation of life in motion in the age of the Renaissance.” The format of the pictorial atlas was
an established practice; one of the most widely read art historical publications in the nineteenth century was Ernst Seeman’s picture atlas used
for schools, which appeared in numerous editions.4 Warburg’s Atlas differed, however, in that it did not straightforwardly document the history
of Renaissance art, but rather traced the migration of classical symbols
across space and time, charting the changes in function and meaning
they underwent in the process. In keeping with his deeper speculative
thinking, the examples he chose were not meant to demonstrate stylistic developments but rather the evolution of human cognition and its
shifting systems of spatial and temporal orientation; examples ranged
from ancient Greek cosmology to contemporary newspaper reports on
the airship Hindenberg. Such a vast project explains, perhaps, why he
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never arrived at a definitive version of the Atlas. The edition published
in 2003 represents the most coherent version of the work, but there remain numerous drafts and variants of both the plates and also the Introduction.5 If Warburg’s inability to complete the project was a reflection
of its massive scope, it also indicated his difficulty in finding a satisfactory language to describe it. The tortured syntax and complex sentences of the Introduction betray the extent to which he was constantly
wrestling with the resources of the German language, and present an
extreme challenge to the translator. The same can be said of his choice
of vocabulary, in which he exploited the ability within German to form
compound nouns to the full, creating novel expressions that can often
only been rendered in English by means of lengthy circumlocutions.
In part this was a particular stylistic trait of Warburg’s writing, and can
also be observed, albeit to a lesser extent, in his published works. In
part, however, it was a reflection of Warburg’s intellectual development.
Although the Introduction was written in the late 1920s, it relied on
the same intellectual sources—Nietzsche’s theory of tragedy, Richard
Semon’s account of memory, and Tito Vignoli’s ideas of myth—that had
first propelled him into the study of the Renaissance in the late 1880s.
Warburg’s ideas had since outstripped his original sources, but he also
remained peculiarly bound to them, and in particular he allowed himself
to be governed by their same conceptual vocabulary. The language of
the Introduction thus represents the conflict between Warburg’s attempt
to summarize his project on the one hand, and his reliance on an inadequate set of terms on the other. The fields of aesthetics, psychology, and
mythology had undergone enormous changes between the 1880s and
the 1920s, but Warburg seemed oblivious to such conceptual and terminological developments. The Introduction therefore presents the reader
with an argument the tenor of which, in its emphasis on the fragility
of subjectivity, the psychological dynamics of the visual symbol, and
the semantic variability of the image, is strikingly contemporary. Yet it
also seems to be backward-looking, rehearsing debates from forty years
previously. As such it provides a succinct image of Warburg in general.
On the one hand, a scholar immersed in the values of nineteenth-century bourgeois humanist learning, on the other, an intellectual whose
preoccupations still have a resonance for the present.

The Absorption of the Expressive
Values of the Past
Aby Warburg
The conscious creation of distance between oneself and the external world can probably be designated as the founding act of human
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c ivilization. When this interval becomes the basis of artistic production,
the conditions have been fulfilled for this consciousness of distance to
achieve an enduring social function which, in its rhythmical change between absorption in its object or detached restraint, signifies the oscillation between a cosmology of images and one of signs; its adequacy or
failure as an instrument of mental orientation signifies the fate of human
culture. In a peculiar way recollection, both collective and individual,
comes to the assistance of the artist oscillating between the religious and
the mathematical world view. Although it does not create intellectual
space unqualifiedly, it does nevertheless strengthen the tendency either
to tranquil contemplation or to orgiastic devotion, which comprise the
extreme psychological poles of behavior. It establishes the lasting legacy
of memory, yet not as part of a primarily protective tendency. Rather,
the full force of the passionate and fearful religious personality, in the
grip of the mystery of faith, intervenes in the formation of artistic style,
just as, conversely, science, with its practice of recording, preserves and
passes on the rhythmical structure whereby the monsters of the imagination guide one’s life and determine the future. Those seeking to understand the critical stages of this process have not yet made fullest
use of the way recognition of the polarities of artistic production, of
the formative oscillation between inward-looking fantasy and outwardlooking rationality, can assist possible interpretations of documents of
the formation of the image. Between the imagination’s act of grasping
and the conceptual act of observing, there is the tactile encounter with
the object, subsequently reflected in sculpture or painting, which we
term the artistic act. This duality between an anti-chaotic function,
which can be termed thus because the artwork selects and clarifies the
contours of the object, and the demand that the beholder should gaze
in cultic devotion at the idol that has been created, creates the human
intellectual predicaments that should form the proper object of a scientific study of culture that takes as its subject the illustrated psychological
history of the interval between impulse and rational action. The process of de-demonizing the inherited mass of impressions, created in fear,
that encompasses the entire range of emotional gesture, from helpless
melancholy to murderous cannibalism, also lends the mark of uncanny
experience to the dynamics of human movement in the stages that lie
in between these extremes of orgiastic seizure—states such as fighting,
walking, running, dancing, grasping—which the educated individual of
the Renaissance, brought up in the medieval discipline of the Church,
regarded as forbidden territory, where only the godless were permitted
to run riot, freely indulging their passions. Through its images the Mnemosyne Atlas intends to illustrate this process, which one could define
as the attempt to absorb pre-coined expressive values by means of the
representation of life in motion.
On the basis of its images it [the Mnemosyne] is intended to be first
of all an inventory of pre-coined classical forms that impacted upon the
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stylistic development of the representation of life in motion in the age
of the Renaissance.
Such a comparative analysis has had to restrict itself to the examination of the complete oeuvre of a few principal artistic types, especially
because there is a lack of systematic general preliminary works in this
field. Instead it has had to attempt a more deeply penetrating examination of social psychology, in order to grasp the sense of these expressive values preserved in the memory as a meaningful function of the
intellect.
As early as 1905 the author was helped in such efforts by Osthoff’s
writing on the nature of the superlative in the Indo-Germanic language:
in brief he demonstrated that a change in the word root can occur in the
comparison of adjectives and conjugation of verbs. Not only does the
conception of the energetic identity of the intended attribute or action
not suffer, even though the formal identity of the basic lexical expression has fallen away; rather, the arrival of an alien root achieves an
intensification of the original meaning.
A similar process can be ascertained, mutatis mutandis, in the area
of the language of gesture in art when, for example, the dancing Salome
from the Bible appears as a Greek maenad, or when a female servant
carrying a basket of fruit in Ghirlandaio rushes by in quite conscious
imitation of the Victory of a Roman triumphal arch.
It is in the area of mass orgiastic seizure that one should seek the mint
that stamps the expressive forms of extreme inner possession on the
memory with such intensity—inasmuch as it can be expressed through
gesture—that these engrams of affective experience survive in the form
of a heritage preserved in the memory. They serve as models that shape
the outline drawn by the artist’s hand, once the extreme values of
the language of gesture appear in the daylight through the formative
medium of the artist’s hand.
Hedonistic aesthetes win the cheap approval of the art-loving public
when they explain such formal changes in terms of pleasure in the extended decorative line. Let anyone who wishes content themselves with
the flora of the most beautiful and aromatic plants; this will never, however, develop into a physiology of the circulating, rising sap of plants,
for this only reveals itself to whoever examines the subterranean roots
of life.
Prefigured in the sculpture of antiquity, the triumph of existence, in
all its shattering contradictoriness between the affirmation of life and
the denial of the self, confronted the souls of later generations, who saw
it in the form of Dionysus in the orgiastic whirlwind of his followers on
pagan sarcophagi, or of the triumphal procession of the Emperor on the
Triumphal Arches of the Romans.
In both there are symbols of the mass movement of followers of a
ruler; but whereas the maenad brandishes the goat, torn apart in madness, in honor of the god of intoxication, the Roman legionaries deliver
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up to Caesar the decapitated heads of barbarians like the tribute due to
an ordered state (just as on the reliefs the Emperor is celebrated as the
representative of imperial welfare for his veterans).
Indeed, the Colosseum, just a few steps away from the Arch of Constantine, grimly reminds the Roman of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance that the primal impulse to sacrifice humans had imposed its
cult site on pagan Rome, and even up to the present Rome continues
to present the uncanny duality of martyrs and the victory laurel of the
Emperor.
Medieval church discipline, which had experienced a merciless enemy
in the form of the deification of the Emperor, would have destroyed a
monument like the Arch of Constantine, had it not been possible to preserve the heroic acts of the Emperor Trajan, supported by reliefs added
later, under the mantle of Constantine.
Even the Church had managed to lend the self-glorification of the
Trajan relief Christian sentiment, by means of a legend that was still
alive in Dante. The famous story of the pietà of the Emperor towards a
widow who was pleading for justice is probably the subtlest attempt at
transforming imperial pathos into Christian piety, through the energetic
inversion of its meaning; the Emperor, bursting out of the inner relief,
becomes an advocate of justice, and bids his followers halt, because the
widow’s child has fallen under the hoofs of a Roman rider.
To characterize the restoration of antiquity as a result of the recent
appearance of a factual consciousness of history and carefree artistic
empathy, remains an inadequate descriptive evolutionary theory, unless one is at the same time prepared to descend into the deep human
spiritual compulsion to become enmeshed in the timeless strata of the
material. Only then does one reach the mint that coins the expressive
values of pagan emotion stemming from primal orgiastic experience:
thiasotic tragedy.
Since Nietzsche’s time it has no longer been necessary to adopt a revolutionary attitude in order to view the character of antiquity through
the symbol of the double-headed herm of Apollo–Dionysus. On the contrary, when looking at pagan art, the superficial daily use of this theory
of opposites makes it difficult to take seriously the role of sophrosyne
and ecstasy as a single, organic functional polarity that marks the limit
values of the human will to expression.
The unhindered release of expressive bodily movement, especially
as it occurred amongst the followers of the gods of intoxication in Asia
Minor, encompasses the entire range of dynamic expressions of the life
of a humanity shaken by fear, from helpless melancholy to murderous
frenzy, and in all mimetic actions, which lie somewhere in the middle,
as in the thiasotic cult, it is possible to detect the faint echo of such
abyssal devotion in the artistic depiction of the actions of walking, running, dancing, grasping, fetching, or carrying. The thiasotic hallmark is
an absolutely essential and uncanny characteristic of these expressive
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values as they spoke to the eye of the Renaissance artist from the
sarcophagi of antiquity.
The Italian Renaissance sought now to absorb this inherited mass of
engrams in a peculiar, twofold manner. On the one hand it offered welcome encouragement for the newly liberated spirit of worldliness, and
gave courage to the individual, struggling to maintain their personal
freedom in the face of destiny, to speak the unspeakable.
However, to the extent that this encouragement proceeded as a mnemic function, in other words, had already been reformed once before by
art using preexisting forms, the act of restitution remained positioned
between impulsive self-release and a conscious and controlled use of
forms, in other words, between Dionysus and Apollo, and provided the
artistic genius with the psychic space for coining expressions out of his
most personal formal language.
The compulsion to engage with the world of pre-established
expressive forms—regardless of whether their origin is in the past or the
present—signifies the decisive critical moment for any artist intending to
assert their own character. It was recognition of the fact that until now
this process had been overlooked, despite its unusually wide-ranging
importance for the stylistic formation of the Renaissance in Europe, that
led to Mnemosyne, the images of which are intended, most immediately,
to present nothing but a traceable inventory of pre-coined expressions,
which demanded that the individual artist either ignore or absorb this
mass of inherited impressions surging forward in this dual manner.
The decisive phase in the development of the monumental style of
Italian Renaissance painting is reflected, with the symbolic clarity that
only real history grants us, in those artworks from pagan and Christian
times connected to the figure of the Emperor Constantine.
From the reliefs of Trajan on the Triumphal Arch that bears the
name of Constantine, even though only a few reliefs are from his time
(cf. Wilpert), there emanates the imperial pathos that granted universal
validity to the language of gesture of subsequent generations by means
of its intoxicating and captivating eloquence, before which even the finest pioneering works of the Italian eye had to forfeit their right to claim
a leading role amongst their followers. The Battle of Constantine by
Piero della Francesca in Arezzo, which had discovered a new, unrhetorical greatness in the expression of inner human emotion, was, as it
were, trampled under the hoofs of the wild army that comes galloping
towards us on the walls of the stanza in the guise of the Victory of
Constantine.
How could the language of artistic form stand idle in this way in
the vicinity of Raphael and Michelangelo? The fact that the pleasure
in the grandiose gesture of classical sculpture led, when it encountered
the newly awakened sympathy for archaeological authenticity, to the
intrusive dominance of the dynamic pathos formula all’antica, offers a
merely aesthetic explanation for the vehemence of such a process. The
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new gestural language of pathos from the world of pagan forms was not
simply drafted into the studio with the acclaim of the subtle eye of the
artist or of a sympathetic, discerning taste for the antique.
Rather, the characterization of the pagan world as the world of clear
Olympian form was extricated after a period of powerful resistance that
stemmed from two different forces which, despite their anticlassical barbarism, could rightly regard themselves as the faithful and authoritative
guardians of the inheritance of antiquity. These two masks, of quite
heterogeneous origin, which hid the clear outlines of the world of the
Greek gods, were the surviving monstrous symbols of Hellenistic astrology, and the world of antique forms alla francese, which appeared in
the bizarre realism of the play of facial expressions and costume of the
time.
In the practices of Hellenistic astrology the clear, natural pantheon
of the Greeks was bundled together into a gang of monstrous forms,
impenetrable and grotesque hieroglyphs of fate, which awoke human
religiosity and which had to be the forceful demand of an age that, in
relation to the style of its outward appearance, demanded that the rediscovered word of classical antiquity should be visible in organic form.
The second unmasking to be demanded of pagan antiquity was
directed against an apparently more harmless disguise, the realistic
costumes alla francese, which is how the demonic figures of Ovid or
the greatness of Livy’s Rome appeared in Flemish tapestries or book
illustrations.
Cultural history (art history) is admittedly not used to seeing the
depictions of classical antiquity in the practices of the Orient, the courts
of the North, or the Humanism of Italy, as equal components in the
process of the formation of the new style. It is not acknowledged that
the astrologers, who correctly recognized Abu Ma’shar as faithfully preserving the tradition of Ptolemy’s cosmology, could claim, with right,
that they were the painfully loyal guardians of tradition, just as the
learned advisors of the weavers and miniaturists in the cultural circle
of Valois might believe—whether they had good or bad translations of
classical authors in front of them—that they were resurrecting classical
antiquity with painful fidelity.
The force of the entry of the classical language of gesture can thus
be explained indirectly as a result of the dual demands of this reactive
energy, which sought the reproduction of the clear expressive values of
antiquity, free from the fetters of a tradition that lacked consistency.
If the formation of style is accordingly understood as the problem
of the exchange of such expressive values, then we are faced with the
imperative of examining the mechanics of transmission underlying the
dynamics of this process. The era between Piero della Francesca and
the School of Raphael is an epoch of the international migration of
images between North and South; its elemental violence affecting both
the force of its impact and the scope of such migration, is hidden from
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the European historian of style by the official “victory” of the High
Renaissance in Rome. Due not only to its mobility but also its technique,
which fitted the multiple reproduction of its image, the Flemish tapestry is
the first, albeit colossal, vehicle for mobile images, which, freed from the
wall, served as a forerunner of the printed illustrated page (in other words,
the copper engraving and the woodcut) that for the first time made the
exchange of expressive values between North and South into a vital part
of the process of circulation that shaped the formation of European style.
Just one example illustrates how forcefully and extensively these
image-vehicles imported from the North penetrated the Italian palazzo:
around 1475 the walls of the stately residence of the Medici were decorated with some 250 continuous meters of Flemish tapestry depicting
life from ancient times and the present, lending it the longed-for sheen
of courtly and princely splendor. Yet alongside them a less conspicuous
kind of art was already showing itself, hiding its inner superiority as a
force in the formation of style beneath its modest appearance, in the
form of inexpensive images on canvas. They made up for their lack of
material value with the novità of their mode of expression. It was on
such canvas images that Pollaiuolo’s play of gestures, free of the knightly
armor of Burgundy, could present the deeds of Heracles all’antica in all
its ravishing enthusiasm.
This is accompanied with a longing for restitution rooted in the primal realm of pagan religious feeling. For were not the Hellenistic star
signs symbols of an eschatological raptus in caelum, just as the tales of
Ovid that transform humans back into matter correspondingly symbolize the raptus ad inferos? The tendency to reproduce the language of
gesture in clear outline, which only seemed to be purely a matter of artistic appearance, led, by its own inner logic, bursting out of its chains,
to a formal language that was suited to the submerged, tragic, stoic
fatalism of antiquity.
Thanks to the marvels of the human eye the same fluctuation of the
emotions has stayed alive in Italy for later generations, outlasting the
centuries, preserved in the rigid stone sculpture of antiquity.
In works of architecture (for example, the triumphal arch, the theater) or artistic representations (from the sarcophagus to coins) the pictorial language of gesture, frequently reinforced in verbal inscriptions
by the language of the word that addresses the ear, forces, by means of
such memory function, and through the ineradicable force of its expressive character, a repetition of the full range of human emotion in its
tragic polarity, from passive suffering to active triumph.
The affirmation of life was celebrated in triumphal sculpture in all
its pomp, while the legends on the reliefs of pagan coffins presented by
means of mythic symbols the desperate struggle for the ascent of the
human soul to heaven.
The strength with which such anticlerical elements could imprint
themselves is demonstrated by the row of over twelve sarcophagi
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e mbedded in the wall of the stringboard of the stairs of S. Maria
Aracoeli, which were permitted to accompany the pious pilgrim ascending into the church like dream images from the forbidden region of
unholy demonic paganism.
This contradiction in the external expression of self-consciousness
demanded that the gaze of the waning Middle Ages, absorbed in its object, engage in a parallel ethical confrontation between aggressive pagan
feelings of personal identity and those of Christian humility.
One of the truly artistic creative events of the period of the so-called
Renaissance was that as soon as it saw the depiction of human life in
motion as its task, the dramatic, clear, contours of the individual gestures of the victorious classical figures from the era of Trajan, which
gained ascendancy over the indistinct epic masses of the epigones of
Constantine, became the object not only of feeling, but were immediately circulated as exemplary and canonical pathos formulae in the
formal language of the European Renaissance from the fifteenth to the
seventeenth centuries.
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